
Hurley  U/9   259-4 lost to Henley A  323-5 

In recent seasons Henley A have been our first league match and we have always been on the wrong 

end of a big score.  Today we met an unbeaten Henley side that have had an additional 2 months to 

get even stronger on a pitch that resembled a Google Earth view of the Chilterns.  We are extremely 

well looked after at Hurley to always play our home matches on the square. 

  

Losing the toss we were put into bat and for the second game running Lucy Sheddon and Hannah 

Dawkins opened our batting.  After a brief debate over who could avoid the first ball, the girls batted 

excellently, putting on our best opening stand of the season, 27 in 3 overs and surpassing the 

previous record, their 19 against Wokingham earlier in the week.  Lucy's knock of 16 off the bat 

included 2 fours and a SIX.  

 

Watchful batting on the uneven pitch by our next two pairs, Henry & George and Noah & Max, 

moved our score on to 241-2.  The Henley bowling was tight and accurate and we continued to 

struggle for runs and were pegged back to 240-4 with 3 overs to go. 

  

Eddie Davie and Thomas Mennie picked up the scoring rate and with a sumptuous four off his legs 

Eddie closed our innings at 259-4.  This was our best batting performance for 6 weeks, patient when 

needed with some strong defensive play and some proper cricket strokes played.  This score would 

have beaten all but 2 of the teams we have played in the league this season. 

  

Henley held their focus into the mid innings break diving into the biscuits and leaving us to feed off 

scraps, and so we moved into their innings.  Our fielding was strong, with good use of the long-

barrier on a very bumpy outfield and excellent accurate throwing.  It became clear that anything on 

the legside was going to punished with a 4 or 6 and despite sticking at our task, steady scoring took 

Henley to 323-5 at the close.   

  

There were some stand-out Hurley bowling performances to mention in defeat....  Henry Drew with 

a cool wicket maiden including a catch off his own bowling, Noah Drew with 2 wickets for 7 off his 2 

overs and Hannah Dawkins with 2 wickets for 10 off her 2.  Tight overs by James Pearman and Ben 

Hutt were unlucky not to be rewarded, and fielding moment of the day was Lucy's reflex catch at 

cover point to a boundary headed shot off the last ball of the day. 

  

Lots to learn from the game but if our batting continues to mature in this way then  confidence and 

results will come.  The team are playing a good standard of cricket and they are a pleasure to coach.  

It was nice to see the team camped on the boundary supporting each other throughout their 

batting, something that we haven't always been good at.  

 

  

Thanks to Duncan for his umpiring and all the parents who came and supported us today.  


